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Abstract We develop a three-dimensional multispecies mathematical model to sim-
ulate the growth of colon cancer organoids containing stem, progenitor and terminally
differentiated cells, as a model of early (prevascular) tumor growth. Stem cells (SCs)
secrete short-range self-renewal promoters (e.g., Wnt) and their long-range inhibitors
(e.g., Dkk) and proliferate slowly. Committed progenitor (CP) cells proliferate more
rapidly and differentiate to produce post-mitotic terminally differentiated cells that
release differentiation promoters, forming negative feedback loops on SC and CP
self-renewal. We demonstrate that SCs play a central role in normal and cancer colon
organoids. Spatial patterning of the SC self-renewal promoter gives rise to SC clusters,
which mimic stem cell niches, around the organoid surface, and drive the development
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of invasive fingers. We also study the effects of externally applied signaling factors.
Applying bone morphogenic proteins, which inhibit SC and CP self-renewal, reduces
invasiveness and organoid size. Applying hepatocyte growth factor, which enhances
SC self-renewal, produces larger sizes and enhances finger development at low con-
centrations but suppresses fingers at high concentrations. These results are consistent
with recent experiments on colon organoids. Because many cancers are hierarchically
organized and are subject to feedback regulation similar to that in normal tissues, our
results suggest that in cancer, control of cancer stem cell self-renewal should influence
the size and shape in similar ways, thereby opening the door to novel therapies.

Keywords Mathematical modeling · Cancer stem cells · Brain tumors · Cancer
therapies · Feedback regulation

1 Introduction

Control of stem cell behavior has been recognized as critical for maintenance of tissue
integrity and response to injury (Biteau et al. 2011). Conversely, deregulation of these
control mechanisms is implicated in cancer initiation and progression (Beck and Blan-
pain 2013). Remarkably, lineage dynamics in tissue homeostasis and growth have been
found to exhibit stereotyped mechanisms of intra- and inter-cellular feedback control,
where the concentration (and location) of self-renewal and proliferation-promoting
factors, as well as pro-differentiation factors, plays critical roles in maintaining the
proper fraction of cell types (stem, transit amplifying, differentiated) in the tissue as
a whole and in localized regions (Lander et al. 2009; Kuncheet al. 2016).

The mammalian intestinal crypt provides an excellent system to observe and model
feedback control between different cell lineages in both health and disease. Crypts,
which are invaginations of the intestinal epithelium, and associated protrusions termed
villi (which are only found in the small intestine) increase the surface area for nutrient
absorption. The human colon contains millions of crypts, each one of which has a spa-
tially defined lineage structure.At the base of the crypt are stemand other cell types that
support stem cell maintenance (collectively termed the stem cell niche). Stem cells can
divide to produce transit amplifying and committed progenitor cells, which themselves
can differentiate to the absorptive and other terminally differentiated cell types that
make up the top of the crypt. Maintenance of the stem cell niche requires production of
both self-renewal-promoting factors by stem and niche cells, such asWnt ligands, and
differentiating promoting factors, predominantly members of the bone morphogenic
protein (BMP) family, that are produced in greatest concentration at the top of the
crypts (Kosinski et al. 2007). Disruption of this control system directly contributes
to cancer initiation in the colon. Indeed, somatic mutations of APC, a cytoplasmic
protein that binds B-catenin and prevents it from entering the nucleus to activate Wnt
signaling, are found in a majority of colon cancers (Humphries andWright 2008; Aoki
and Taketo 2007). The pro-organoidogenic program unleashed by mutations in APC
closely resembles the phenomenon of early branching morphogenesis, as a crypt with
APC mutations will branch in a process known as crypt fission (Wasan et al. 1998).
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Organoids are 3D organotypic cultures derived from primary tissues or stem cells
(embryonic or induced pluripotent) that are used to study in vitro tissue development
and disease in experimental models that more closely resemble in vivo organ function
than 2D cell culture. Experimental advances such as the R-spondin method (a cul-
ture system using purified Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells to develop intestinal organoids)
have revolutionized the technology such that almost all mouse and human organs now
have a corresponding organoid system available for in vitro study (Fatehullah et al.
2016). Organoids have been used to study spatially heterogeneous organ develop-
ment and cancer and for high-throughput drug screening (Shamir and Ewald 2014;
Huch and Koo 2015; Wetering et al. 2015). Moreover, several studies in organoids
focusing specifically on paracrine feedback signaling during development and tissue
regeneration post-injury show that these feedback loops are intact in the organoids
(Clevers et al. 2014; Wong et al. 2012). Thus, development of mathematical modeling
paradigms for organoids that incorporate feedback will result in models that are more
similar to in vivo organs, but still amenable to experimental validation.

There have been a number of mathematical models of organoids in recent years.
For example, Tzamali et al. (2014) used a continuum model to characterize the con-
ditions for proliferative versus invasive cancer. In Sciumè et al. (2013), a multiphase
model was developed to study the mechanical interaction between organoid, healthy
cells, extracellular matrix (ECM) and interstitial fluids. In vitro, the growth of an
organoid is shown to be biphasic: fast cell division without significantly increasing
organoid mass in early stages, followed by the Gompertzian growth pattern. In vivo,
the organoid growth is reduced by cell adhesion of organoid and healthy cells to ECM.
Buske et al. (2012) developed a cell-based model to study spontaneous shape fluctua-
tions induced by stem-supporting cells and its effects on crypt-like morphologies and
organoid growth dynamics. In addition, Hartung et al. (2014) used a data-based model
to predict primary organoid growth and metastatic spreading in early stages. Tzedakis
et al. (2015) took a hybrid modeling approach (using both continuum and discrete
variables) in exploring different cell movement dynamics and organoid morphology.

With respect to the colon crypt, models have been developed of the crypt itself and
feedback between the resident cells. Fletcher et al. (2015) reviewed multiscale mod-
els of colonic crypts that investigate crypt deformation and cell fate determination
by Wnt/Notch signaling. Zhang et al. (2012) presented a partial differential equation
(PDE) model ofWnt, BMP and their feedback regulation on a colon crypt cell lineage,
which included separate compartments for stem/transit amplifying cells and terminally
differentiated cells, and studied mechanisms for intestinal crypt formation. Cao et al.
(2012) modeled stem, progenitor and differentiated cells as geometric objects and
showed that negative feedback on cell division and self-renewal contributes to home-
ostatic size control in tissue development. Smallbone and Corfe (2014) developed
data-driven models that capture feedback control between stem and differentiated
cells. In addition, Van Leeuwen et al. (2009), Pitt-Francis et al. (2008), Mirams et al.
(2012) have developed a stochastic, cell-based model of the colon crypt that incorpo-
rates lineage dynamics. The model in Mirams et al. (2012) includes rapidly dividing
cells (which represent stem and transit amplifying cells) and non-dividing cells (which
represent differentiated cells) and incorporates cell-cycle responsiveness to aWnt gra-
dient. They show that monoclonal conversion in a pre-cancerous crypt depends on the
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location of the mutated cell with respect to the base of the crypt. We note that none
of these models incorporate autocrine or paracrine biochemical negative feedback on
cell proliferation or self-renewal.

In this work, we develop and analyze a three-dimensional multispecies model of
colon cancer organoids consisting of stem (SC), committed progenitor (CP) and ter-
minally differentiated (TD) cells subject to both positive feedback regulation, and
autocrine or paracrine negative feedback regulation. We uniquely combine a focus on
the colon crypt as modeled by in vitro colon organoid growth with lineage dynamics
in an in silico 3D system. We demonstrate how stem cells drive the development of
branching structures and invasive fingers similar to those observed in normal and can-
cer colonorganoids (Barker 2014), and that feedback control onSCself-renewal affects
organoid morphologies. We also investigate the effects of exogenous signaling factors
that regulate SC self-renewal, which suggests a possible pro-metastatic mechanism.
Exogenously supplied differentiation-promoting agents are shown to simultaneously
reduce organoid sizes and development of invasive fingers that support the use of these
strategies in cancer.

2 Mathematical Model

2.1 Colon Cancer Growth Model

We adapt the three-dimensional multispecies mixture model described in Wise et al.
(2008), Youssefpour et al. (2012) to simulate colon cancers. The cells are assumed
to be tightly packed, and cell species are modeled as volume fractions. Let φSC, φCP,
φTD, φD and φH be the volume fractions of SCs, committed progenitor cells (CPs),
terminally differentiated cells (TDs), dead cells and host region (e.g., gel), respectively.
The volume fraction of total cancer cells is φT = φSC +φCP +φTD +φD . We assume
that the fractions of solid region φS = φT +φH and interstitial water (φW ) are constant
and add up to one. Here, we rescale φT by φS so that φT and all other cell fractions
are in [0, 1].

The volume fractions satisfy the mass conservation equation

∂φi

∂t
+ ∇ · (usφi ) = −∇ · Ji + Srci , (1)

where i = SC,CP,TD, D or T . We introduce an adhesion energy

E = γ

ε

∫
�

f (φT ) + ε2

2
|∇φT |2 dx, (2)

where γ measures cell to cell adhesion, ε is the thickness of the tumor-host interface,
f (φT ) = 1

4φ
2
T (1−φT )2 is a double-well potential that penalizes mixing of the cancer

cells (φT ≈ 1) and host gel (φT ≈ 0). Ji is a mass flux taken to be the generalized
Fick’s law

Ji = −Mi∇
(

δE

δφi

)
, (3)
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where Mi is the cell mobility, δE/δφi are variational derivatives of the adhesion
energy:

δE

δφi
= γ

ε

(
f ′(φT ) − ε2∇2φT

)
. (4)

The term ∇ · (usφi ) models passive cell movement (advection), where us is the mass-
averaged velocity of solid components defined by Darcy’s law

us = −
(

∇ p − δE

δφi
∇φT

)
, (5)

where p is the solid, or mechanical, pressure. We assume that SrcH = 0, sum up Eq.
(1) for all cell components and define SrcT = SrcSC + SrcCP + SrcTD + SrcD as the
mass exchange term for total cancer cells, so that ∇ · us = SrcT . The solid pressure
can then be solved by

− ∇2 p = SrcT − ∇ ·
(

δE

δφi
∇φT

)
. (6)

It can be shown that the adhesion energy is non-increasing in time in the absence of
cell proliferation and death, given our choices of flux and velocity terms (Wise et al.
2008). To model the advection of cell substrates with the interstitial liquid velocity,
we also use Darcy’s law to relate the water pressure q and the interstitial fluid velocity
uw by uw = −∇q. Since the sum of all the solid and liquid volume fractions is one,
we obtain

− ∇2q = −SrcT . (7)

2.2 Cancer Cell Species and Lineage Relationships

Following previous studies (Cristini and Lowengrub 2010; Lowengrub et al. 2010),
we assume that the mitosis rates of SCs and CPs are proportional to the nutrient
concentration n. SCs and CPs self-renew with probabilities p0 and p1, respectively.
TDs do not divide and are subject to apoptosis. SCs, CPs and TDs undergo necrosis
when the nutrient level is insufficient to support their viability. The source term of dead
cells accounts for necrosis, apoptosis and cell lysis, which models the loss of solid
material (e.g., by the disintegration of cells into water). The mass exchange terms for
cell components are

SrcSC = λSCm nφSC · (2p0 − 1) − λSCn H (ñSC − n)φSC

SrcCP = λSCm nφSC · 2(1 − p0) + λCPm nφCP · (2p1 − 1) − λCPn H (ñCP − n)φCP

SrcTD = λCPm nφCP · 2(1 − p1) − λTDn H (ñTD − n)φTD − λTDa φTD

SrcD = λSCn H (ñSC − n)φSC + λCPn H (ñCP − n)φCP + λTDn H (ñTD − n)φTD

+ λTDa φTD − λLφD.

(8)
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Here λSCm and λCPm are the mitosis rates of SCs and CPs, respectively, λTDa is the
apoptosis rate of TDs, and λL is the lysis rate of dead cells. λSCn , λCPn and λTDn are the
necrosis rates of SCs, CPs and TDs, respectively, andH (x) is the Heaviside function
(H (x) = 1 when x > 0; H (x) = 0 otherwise). Further, ñSC, ñCP and ñTD are the
minimal nutrient levels to support cell viability for SCs, CPs and TDs, respectively.
The mass exchange term of total cancer cells is the sum of Eq. (8) that accounts for
SC and CP proliferation as well as cell lysis:

SrcT = λSCm nφSC + λCPm nφCP − λLφD. (9)

We assume that cancer cell proliferation and differentiation are regulated by soluble
factors that feedback on self-renewal probabilities (Youssefpour et al. 2012; Lander
et al. 2009; Kuncheet al. 2016). In particular, p0 is positively regulated by a self-
renewal promoterW with concentration CW , e.g., Wnt (Clevers et al. 2014; Schuijers
and Clevers 2012). In addition, Notch signaling has been shown to coordinate self-
renewal and lineage determination in both normal and carcinoma stages (Prasetyanti
et al. 2013). On the other hand, p0 is negatively regulated by bone morphogenic
proteins (BMPs), which are members of the TGF-β superfamily (Meulmeester and
Dijke 2011; Krausova and Korinek 2014). Let T1 be the negative regulator of SC
self-renewal with concentration CT1 . We take

p0 = pmin
0 + (pmax

0 − pmin
0 ) · χ0CW

1 + χ0CW
· 1

1 + ψ0CT1
, (10)

where pmin
0 and pmax

0 are the minimum and maximum levels of SC self-renewal,
respectively, χ0 is the positive feedback gain by CW , and ψ0 is the negative feedback
gain by T1. Analogously, we take the CP self-renewal fraction

p1 = pmin
1 + (pmax

1 − pmin
1 ) · χ1CW

1 + χ1CW
· 1

1 + ψ1CT2
. (11)

Here pmin
1 and pmax

1 are theminimum andmaximum levels of CP self-renewal, respec-
tively. χ1 is the positive feedback gain by CW . Note that we have assumed that p1 is
regulated by another differentiation promoter T2, e.g., activin/TGF-β.

2.3 Cell Substrates

We follow Youssefpour et al. (2012) and use a generalized Gierer–Meinhardt model
for Turing-type pattern formation. In particular, we assume that CW is a short-range
activator, andCW I is a long-range inhibitor ofCW , e.g., Dkk (Lee et al. 2007; Gregory
et al. 2003; Byun et al. 2005). Assuming that both CW and CW I are produced by SCs
(González-Sancho et al. 2005; Vermeulen et al. 2010; Klaus and Birchmeier 2008)
and their production rates are proportional to the nutrient level, we take the system of
reaction–diffusion equations
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∂CW

∂t
+ ∇ · (uwCW ) = ∇ · (DW∇CW ) + γ̄ F(CW ,CW I , n),

∂CW I

∂t
+ ∇ · (uwCW I ) = ∇ · (DW I∇CW I ) + γ̄G(CW ,CW I , n).

(12)

Here∇ ·(uwCW ) and∇ ·(uwCW I )model advection with the interstitial water velocity,
DW and DW I are the diffusivities, and γ̄ is the reaction rate.We take nonlinear reaction
terms

F(CW ,CW I , n) = pW
C2
W

CW I
nφSC − dWCW + u0n(φT − φD)

G(CW ,CW I , n) = pW IC
2
WnφSC − dW ICW I ,

(13)

where pW , pW I , dW and dW I are the production and natural decay rates, respectively.
u0 models a background nutrient-dependent production of CW from all viable cells.

We assume that the nutrient concentration n satisfies a quasi-steady-state equation,
because nutrient diffusion (minutes) occurs significantly faster than cell prolifera-
tion (days). Nutrients are provided through the host region. Cells uptake nutrients at
potentially different rates. In particular,

0 = ∇(Dn∇n) −
(
uSCn φSC + uCPn φCP + uTDn φTD

)
n + pnQ(φT )(n̄ − n), (14)

where Dn is the diffusivity of nutrient, pn is the production rate, and uSCn , uCPn and uTDn
are the uptake rates by SCs, CPs and TDs, respectively. The function Q(φT ) ≈ 1−φT

approximates the characteristic function of the host gel (Wise et al. 2011). n̄ is the
nutrient concentration in the host.

Analogously,we assume that negative feedback regulators T1 and T2 diffuse rapidly,
and the time derivatives and advection terms may be neglected. Note that some TGF-
β superfamily members such as activin diffuse over long ranges, or are modified by
inhibitors that act over long ranges, effectively establishing a long-range gradient, such
as for BMP4 (Jones and Smith 1998; Dale and Wardle 1999). In particular, we take

0 = ∇(DT1∇CT1) −
(
uSCT1 φSC + dT1

)
CT1 + pT1φTD

0 = ∇(DT2∇CT2) −
(
uCPT2 φCP + dT2

)
CT2 + pT2φTD,

(15)

where DT1 , dT1 , uT1 and pT1 are the diffusivity, natural decay, uptake and production
rates of T1, respectively. Here we have assumed that T1 is produced by TDs. The
equation for T2 is analogous except that uCPT2 is the uptake rate by CPs, since T2
negatively regulates CP self-renewal probability.

The complete model is illustrated in Fig. 1. See Sec. S1 in Supplemental Materials
for a list of equations and Table 1 for all model parameters.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the model. The self-renewal of stem cells (SCs) and committed progenitor cells (CPs)
is controlled by positive and negative feedback factors. SCs produce self-renewal promoters (e.g., Wnt)
that increase the self-renewal of SCs and CPs. The factors may be inhibited (e.g., by Dkk), which leads
to pattern formation of SCs. Terminally differentiated cells (TDs) produce negative feedback factors (e.g.,
BMPs among the TGF-β superfamily) that reduce the self-renewal of SCs and CPs

2.4 Numerical Implementation

We apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions for cancer cell species, and
CW , CW I , CT1 and CT2 at all boundaries. The nutrient concentration n satisfies the
Dirichlet condition n = n̄ at all boundaries.We choose the length scale as the diffusion
length of nutrient, which is typically on the order of 200µm. The timescale is themito-
sis rate ofCPs, typically around 24 h. SeeAppendix formodel non-dimensionalization.

The equations above are solved in a cuboid domain by an adaptive nonlinear multi-
grid method inWise et al. (2007, 2011). The time-dependent equations are discretized
by an implicit second-order Crank–Nicholson scheme. Spatial derivatives are dis-
cretized using central difference approximations. The advection terms are treated by
an upwind weighted ENO scheme from Jiang and Shu (1996). We apply structured
Cartesian refinement to efficiently resolve the multiple spatial scales, especially in
regions with large gradients (typically around the tumor boundary). The equations at
the implicit time step are solved using the nonlinear multigridmethod, where the equa-
tions are reformulated as a system of second-order equations. The spatial distributions
of tumor cells and feedback factors are visualized in MATLAB.

3 Results

We first explore parameter variations and the responses. The colon tumor is initiated
as a perturbed spheroid defined by

φT (x, 0) = 1 −
3∏

i=1

1

2

(
1 + tanh

(
ri − 2

2
√
2ε

))

r1 =
√

(x − 0.1)2 + (y + 1.2)2 + (z + 1.3)2

r2 =
√

(x − 0.2)2 + (y − 0.7)2 + (z + 1.3)2

r3 =
√

(x + 0.8)2 + (y + 0.2)2 + (z − 0.8)2,

(16)
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Table 1 Model parameters for Fig. 2

General parameters Youssefpour et al. (2012)

Cell mobility M = 10.0 –

Adhesion force γ = −0.1 –

Diffuse interface thickness ε = 0.05 –

Organoid species We assume that the
division rate of SCs is
similar to that of
dividing non-SCs,
typically on the order of
24 h (Gao et al. 2013) .

SC mitosis rate λ̄SCm = 0.7

CP mitosis rate λCPm = 1.0

TD apoptosis rate λ̃TDa = 0.28

SC, CP and TD necrosis rate λSCn = λCPn = λTDn = 0.2

Dead cell lysis rate λL = 1.41

Feedback control From Youssefpour et al.
(2012), parameters are
obtained by numerical
experimentation.
Results are qualitatively
similar for a wide range
of these parameter
choices as long as
p1,max < 0.5.

Minimum SC self-renewal probability p0,min = 0.2

Maximum SC self-renewal probability p0,max = 1.0

Positive feedback gain on p0 by CW χ0 = 1.0

Negative feedback gain on p0 by T1 ψ0 = 0.1

Minimum CP self-renewal probability p1,min = 0.2

Maximum CP self-renewal probability p1,max = 0.45

Positive feedback gain on p1 by CW χ1 = 1.0

Negative feedback gain on p1 by T2 ψ1 = 0.1

Nutrient Youssefpour et al. (2012)

Diffusivity Dn = 1.0 –

Uptake rate by SCs, CPs and TDs uSCn = uCPn = uTDn = 2.0 –

Production rate by host tissue pn = 1.0 –

Nutrient concentration in microenvironment n̄ = 1.0 –

Hypoxic region threshold for necrosis ñ = 0.2 –

Pattern formation of CW and CW I Youssefpour et al. (2012)

Diffusivity of CW DW = 1.0 –

Production rate of CW pW = 1.0 –

Natural decay rate of CW dW = 1.0 –

Background production of CW u0 = 0.2 –

Diffusivity of CW I DW I = 25.0 –

Production rate of CW I pW I = 1.0 –

Natural decay rate of CW I dW I = 1.0 –

Reaction rate γ̄ = 25.0 –

Differentiation promoters T1 and T2 Youssefpour et al. (2012)

Diffusivity DT1 = DT2 = 1.0 –

Production rate by TDs pT1 = pT2 = 0.1 –

Uptake rate by host uT1 = uT2 = 0.05 –

Uptake rate of T1 by SCs uSCT1
= 0.1 –

Uptake rate of T2 by CPs uCPT2
= 0.1 –
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where the hyperbolic tangent represents the diffuse interface of a sphere of radius
√
2,

and ε = 0.05 is the thickness of the tumor–host interface (Youssefpour et al. 2012).
This provides an initial configuration of three overlapping spheres around the center
of computational domain, see Fig. 2a, at T=0. At time T = 0, the tumor consists of
uniformly distributed 10% SCs, 25% CPs, 60% TDs and 5% dead cells; CW = 1.2
and CW I = 1.44 in the tumor (Youssefpour et al. 2012):

φSC = 0.1φT , φCP = 0.25φT , φTD = 0.6φT , φD = 0.05φT ,

CW = 1.2φT , CW I = 1.44φT .
(17)

See Table 1 for a complete list of parameters.

3.1 3D Colon Cancer Growth

During the early stages of tumor progression (Fig. 2), a spotted spatial pattern of CW

and CW I develops near the tumor boundary (Fig. 2c and Fig. S2B in Supplemental
Materials): regions of high CW and CW I are surrounded by regions where CW and
CW I are low. In these regions, the self-renewal fraction of SCs, p0, is close to one,
which drives SCs to self-organize in discrete clusters that later grow into fingers
(Fig. 2a, b). In Sato et al. (2011a), crypt–villus organoids with Paneth cells (stem-
supporting cells) and labeled Lgr5 SCs displayed remarkably similar behavior to our
system, see Fig. 2d. Both systems reveal a high concentration of SCs at the budding
site during new crypt formation. CPs are pushed from SC clusters to the main tumor
by pressure resulting from SC proliferation (see Fig. S1D in Supplemental Materials).
TDs are mainly distributed around CPs near the tumor boundary (Fig. S1B). Dead cell
fractions are generally higher at the center where nutrient level is lowest (Figs. S1C,
S2A).

At fingertips, SC clusters continue to self-renew. The renewal occurs at a slightly
higher rate in the regions closest to the organoid boundary, which drives the elongation
of the fingertips, with the more differentiated CPs and TDs trailing behind in the neck
region of the extension. The growth of the tumor accelerates as the fingers develop
and elongate. Because the maximum CP self-renewal probability pmax

1 = 0.45 <

0.5, these CPs differentiate into TDs that do not proliferate but undergo apoptosis.
Eventually, dead cells at finger necks are removed by lysis, and fingers detach from
the main tumor (e.g., T = 120 in Fig. 2a). Similar invasive behaviors have been
observed in Youssefpour et al. (2012), Sottoriva et al. (2010). The tumor grows not
only in volume, but also in surface area (see Fig. 3c, pink curve) that increases the
access to nutrients. As we will discuss later, such development requires active SC
proliferation that drives finger growth, suggesting the crucial role of SCs in tumor
invasion.

We now investigate the effects of different SC mitosis rates λSCm . Small values
of λSCm (e.g., 0.1) result in slow growth of the tumor with a large fraction of uni-
formly distributed SCs (Fig. 3a, b; solid blue curve). Larger λSCm increases tumor
volume since SCs divide faster and more tumor mass (e.g., TDs, see Fig. S3B) is
created at a given time. In addition, the tumor exhibits characteristics of Turing-
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TDs
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2D Slices of SCs

Self-renewal Promoter CW

3D Tumor Progression

0.5

0.25

0
5.0

2.5

0
T=0     T=7    T=20            T=40                T=80             T=120

2L

d
Fig. 2 3D colon tumor growth. a Time evolution of tumor cells. SCs (red, φSC = 0.3 surface), CPs (green,
φCP = 0.25 surface), TDs (yellow, φTD = 0.35 surface) and dead cells (black, φD = 0.12 surface). At
early stages, SC clusters emerge near the tumor boundary. Later, fingers develop into multifocal tumors,
while SC clusters stay at the fingertips. b 2D slices of SCs near the center of the tumor. SC clusters begin
to emerge at T = 7. At late times, SC clusters leave the slice plane. c 2D slices of self-renewal promoter
CW at z = −1. Spot patterns of CW form at T = 7 and are colocalized with SC clusters. d Time evolution
of crypt organoid growth from Sato et al. (2011a). Red arrow: granule-containing Paneth cells at budding
sites where new crypt forms; green: Lgr5-GFP SCs; asterisk and dotted oval: autofluorescence. Scale bar
50 μm. Reprinted with permission

type pattern formation, as SC clusters begin to emerge near the tumor boundary as
shown in Fig. 2. The evolution is highly nonlinear due to the spatiotemporal sig-
naling interactions among the cells that is mediated by the positive and negative
feedback factors andW and its inhibitorW I . Because of this nonlinearity, the volume
fractions of SCs are actually reduced by larger λSCm , because as the tumor volume
increases significantly due to the increased production and proliferation of CPs, the
SCs are still localized in discrete clusters with nearly the same sizes due to the sig-
naling (T = 80, 100 in Fig. 3b). The fingers are more pronounced as the mitosis rate
increases.
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Fig. 3 Effects of different SC mitosis rate, λSCm . a Time evolution of total tumor volumes. Insets show
SCs (red), CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). Larger λSCm increases tumor volume. Minimal
SC mitosis (λSCm = 0.1) stabilizes tumor growth. b Time evolution of SC volume fractions. Insets show
SCs (red) inside the tumor (blue). Larger λSCm reduces SC fractions, since SCs are distributed sparsely at
fingertips, but increases the volume of SCs, see d. c Tumor shape factors (Eq. (18)). Insets show tumor
shape (yellow). Fingers are increasingly pronounced with larger λSCm . Minimal values of λSCm prevent finger
development, and the tumor shape is nearly spherical. d Minimal SC mitosis (λSCm = 0.1) still results in
slowly increasing volume of SCs

To measure tumor invasiveness, we calculate the shape factor

ξ = 3
√
36π

S

V 2/3 (18)

where S is the surface area and V is the volume of the tumor. This ratio ξ quantifies
the shape deviation from a sphere and is normalized such that the shape factor of a
sphere is one. Tumors with larger λSCm have considerably more pronounced fingers and
thus larger shape factors (Fig. 3c). This complex morphology allows the tumor to gain
access to cell substrates (e.g., nutrients) in the host environment through its increased
surface area (Cristini et al. 2003; Frieboes et al. 2006).

3.2 Influence of Feedback Regulation

Next, we investigate the responses to different feedback gain on the SC self-renewal
probability p0.Wefirst fix the negative feedback gainψ0 = 1 and vary the positive gain
χ0. Higher levels of χ0 increase p0 and generally result in larger tumors (Fig. 4a) and
SC fractions (Fig. 4b). Note thatwhenχ0 = 10, the growth is exponential because cells
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Fig. 4 Effects of different positive feedback gain, χ0. a Time evolution of total tumor volumes. Insets show
SCs (red), CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). b Time evolution of SC volume fractions.
Insets showSCs (red) and tumor (blue). c Tumor shape factors. Insets show tumor shape (yellow). Higherχ0
generally increases tumor volume and SC fraction. Moderate positive feedback (χ0 = 1, 2 or 5) increases
the sizes of SC clusters. Fingers are more pronounced, and the shape factor is larger. Excessive positive
feedback (χ0 = 10) yields a number of larger SC clusters that split during development. The tumor develops
multiple smaller fingers rather than several pronounced fingers. The shape factor is greatly increased. SC
volume fractions stabilize at late stages, which indicates that the values are controlled by χ0. d 2D slices
of SCs at z = −1 showing splitting SC clusters

are proliferating throughout much of the bulk. As χ0 is decreased, growth is driven
more by finger development and the rates are more variable. SC volume fractions
stabilize at late times and are effectively controlled by χ0. The tumor also grows much
larger, e.g., χ0 = 10 yields approximately ninefold increase in volume, compared to
χ0 = 1 at T = 100. With moderate positive feedback (e.g., χ0 = 2 or 4), SC clusters
are larger, and new clusters form at finger necks (e.g., T = 100 in Fig. 4b). Fingers are
more pronounced, and the shape factor is increased. SC clusters split at late times, see
Fig. 4d, which creates two growing fingertips (e.g., crypt splitting). When the positive
gain is large (e.g., χ0 = 10), SC clusters are significantly larger at early times and then
split into multiple branches that lead to a number of smaller fingers rather than a few
prolonged fingers (Fig. 4a, insets on black curve). This complex geometry increases
the shape factor even further (Fig. 4c).

We now study the effects of negative feedback on tumor progression.We fix χ0 = 1
and evolve the tumor with different negative gain ψ0. Larger ψ0 promotes SC differ-
entiation into CPs and TDs that eventually die. Note that CPs alone cannot support
tumor growth, since the maximum CP self-renewal probability pmax

1 = 0.45 < 0.5.
Therefore, the growth of the tumor slows down (Fig. 5a). In particular, large negative
gain (e.g.,ψ0 = 10) even stabilizes tumor growth. Similar trends are observed in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5 Effects of different negative feedback gain,ψ0. a Time evolution of total tumor volumes. Insets show
SCs (red), CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). bTime evolution of SC volume fractions. Insets
show SCs (red) and tumor (blue). c Tumor shape factors. Insets show tumor shape (yellow). Increasing ψ0
from 0.1 to 2 effectively reduces tumor volume and shape factor. Excessive negative feedback (ψ0 = 10)
stabilizes tumor growth, which is also observed in Fig. 3 when λSCm = 0.1. However, the fingers and tumor
shape factor continue to grow here. Higher ψ0 reduces the numbers and sizes of SC clusters. At late stages,
SC fractions tend to converge to about 20% for all cases, regardless of different tumor volumes. d Large
negative feedback (ψ0 = 10) still results in slowly increasing volume of SCs

when we decreased λSCm . Here, however, larger ψ0 generally reduces SC fractions in
contrast to Fig. 3b. SC clusters are smaller in size since SCs are forced to differentiate,
and ψ0 = 10 even removes SC clusters from the tumor surface (e.g., Fig. 5b, insets
on pink curve). The shape factor is much smaller (Fig. 5c), since finger development
is suppressed and the tumor grows in more compact shapes. Interestingly, SC volume
fractions in all cases converge to approximately 20% at late times (Fig. 5b), regard-
less of tumor volume, suggesting that SC fractions are less sensitive to the negative
feedback regulation than to the positive feedback regulation from W (Fig. 4b), which
is consistent with previous findings of Youssefpour et al. (2012).

3.3 Effects of Cell Death on Tumor Growth

We now turn to the effects of necrosis and lysis. First, we change the necrosis rates λN

of SCs, CPs and TDs in the tumor in Fig. 2. Higher levels of necrosis reduce the tumor
size (Fig. 6a), because a larger number of viable cells are turned into dead cells that are
later removed due to lysis. The volume fraction of dead cells increases accordingly
(Fig. 6d). SC proliferation is powered by the pattern formation of the self-renewal
promoterCW , and SC clusters locate near the tumor boundary where nutrient supplies
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Fig. 6 Effects of different necrosis rate, λN . a Time evolution of total tumor volumes. Insets show SCs
(red), CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). b Time evolution of SC volume fractions. Insets
showSCs (red) and tumor (blue). cTumor shape factors. Insets show tumor shape (yellow).dTime evolution
of dead cell volume fractions. Insets show dead cells (black) and tumor (blue). Larger λN reduces tumor
size as necrosis removes viable cells. Dead cell fractions are consequently increased. SCs are closer to
tumor boundary where nutrients are sufficient, and SC proliferation is powered by CW patterning, which is
less affected by necrosis. In contrast, CPs and TDs are turned into DCs that eventually undergo lysis. As a
result, SC volume fraction is increased. Excessive necrosis results in multifocal tumors, since cells at finger
necks are killed (e.g., T = 80 and T = 100 when λN = 0.4. Tumor shape factors are not significantly
changed. At earlier times, larger necrosis slightly increases the shape factor due to smaller volumes and
more developed fingers. However, at later times, tumors with smaller necrosis have larger shape factors
because fingers start to develop

are sufficient. As a result, SCs are less affected by necrosis. In contrast, CPs and TDs
near the tumor center are susceptible to necrosis and their volume fractions are reduced
(see Fig. S6 in Supplemental Materials). SC fractions are thus increased by necrosis
(Fig. 6b). When the necrosis rate λN = 0.4, tumor cells at finger necks are killed at
late times (T = 80, 100 in Fig. 6a), resulting in multifocal tumors. Interestingly, at
late times, the shape factor is smaller compared to tumors with lower necrosis levels,
because the fingers are less pronounced (see insets in Fig. 6c). At earlier times, larger
necrosis rates generally increase the shape factor, as necrosis removes tumor mass but
keeps the finger structure, thereby increasing relative surface area.

Next, we look at different lysis rates λL . Decreasing λL in Fig. 2 results in larger
tumors filled by dead cells (Fig. 7a; insets). In particular, the tumor with small lysis
rates (λL = 0.1) has approximately 50% dead cells (Fig. 7d), but the tumor still
actively grows as SC clusters stay at fingertips and lead finger development. These
SC clusters are hardly affected by different lysis rates. The location, numbers and
sizes of the SC clusters are generally the same in all cases (insets in Fig. 7b). SC
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Fig. 7 Effects of different lysis rate, λL . a Time evolution of total tumor volumes. Insets show SCs (red),
CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). b Time evolution of SC volume fractions. Insets show
SCs (red) and tumor (blue). c Tumor shape factors. Insets show tumor shape (yellow). d Time evolution
of dead cell volume fractions. Insets show dead cells (black) and tumor (blue). Higher levels of λL reduce
tumor size and dead cell fractions by removing dead cells. SC volume fractions are increased, since SC
proliferation is not affected and the overall tumor volume is smaller. Different lysis rates hardly affect
numbers and sizes of SC clusters. As a result, tumor shape factors are only slightly reduced by lysis

volume fractions are reduced (Fig. 7b), since dead cells take up the space in the tumor.
Analogously, both CP and TD fractions are reduced by smaller lysis (see Fig. S7 in
Supplemental Materials). Decreasing λL also stabilizes finger necks (Fig. 7c; insets),
which reduces the chance for multifocal tumors but slightly increases the shape factor.

3.4 On Colon Organoids and the Effect of Exogenous Growth Factors

Now, we use our model to simulate colon organoid growth and investigate the
responses to various exogenous signaling factors. Following (Sato et al. 2009) that
single sorted Lgr5+ SCs are able to initiate crypt–villus organoids, we assume that
the organoid begins with 100% SCs. Wnt signaling is critical in maintaining stem
cell self-renewal at the base of intestinal crypts, with a physiological outcome that a
Wnt gradient exists along the crypt (Schepers and Clevers 2012). In addition, Wnt
maintains stem cell self-renewal in intestinal organoids (Sato et al. 2011a; Vermeulen
et al. 2010) and is critical in the long-term expansion of normal and adenocarcinoma
colon organoids (Sato et al. 2011b). Wnt is thus effectively represented by CW in our
model. On the other hand, BMP enhances SC differentiation and behaves like CT1 in
the model. We use the same parameters for the organoid as in Fig. 2, except that we
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Fig. 8 Base case of organoid growth. SC and CP mitosis rate is increased in Fig. 2, and dead cells are not
removed by lysis (see Table 2). The organoid begins with the same shape but 100% SCs. a Time evolution
of SCs (red), CPs (green), TDs (yellow) and dead cells (black). Similar pattern formation of SC clusters in
Fig. 2 is observed at early stages. Later, the organoid grows much larger in size, while SC clusters develop
fingers. However, these fingers do not develop into multifocal organoids since (dead) cells at finger necks
are not removed. b 2D slices of SCs at z = 0. SC clusters begin to emerge at T = 5 (earlier than T = 7
in Fig. 2). c 2D slices of self-renewal promoter CW at z = 0. Spot patterns of CW form at T = 5 and are
colocalized with SC clusters

Table 2 Model parameters for
organoid growth in Fig. 8 SC mitosis rate λ̄SCm = 1.0

CP mitosis rate λCPm = 1.0

Dead cell lysis rate λL = 0.0

Other parameters are the same as in Table 1.

increase the mitosis rate of SCs and CPs to one, and assume that dead cells are not
removed by lysis.

The time evolution of the organoid is shown in Fig. 8. At early stages (before
T = 10), the organoid progression is similar to Fig. 2. CW patterning gives rise to SC
cluster formation near the organoid boundary. CPs locate around SC clusters and closer
to the organoid center, pushed by the pressure resulting from SC proliferation. TDs
are also around the SC clusters, while dead cells are mainly at the organoid center (see
also Fig. S8 in Supplemental Materials). Later, the main organoid is occupied by dead
cells, while fingertips consist of SCs followed by CPs and TDs, and continue growing.
In fact, the organoid has approximately 80% dead cells (Fig. S9C in Supplemental
Materials) and only 5%SCs (Fig. 9d, blue curve), which is consistent with our findings
in decreasing lysis rates (Fig. 7b, d) and in experiments (Grabinger et al. 2014). Finger
necks are preserved since dead cells are not removed by lysis. As a result, the fingers
are constantly prolonged and no longer grow into multifocal organoids. At late times
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Fig. 9 Effects of BMP treatment on organoids. a Time evolution of organoids treated by increasing amounts
of BMP. No SC is plotted since the volume fraction drops below the 30% level for isosurfaces. b 2D slices of
BMP, SCs and SC self-renewal probability p0 at z = 0. Exogenous BMP effectively removes SC clusters
near the organoid boundary by reducing p0 below 0.5. c Time evolution of total organoid volumes; d
Volume of SCs and e shape factors. BMP treatments force SCs to differentiate and remove SC clusters.
Consequently, finger development is suppressed and the shape factor decreases. Large amounts of BMP
stabilize organoid volume as well as the shape factor. The SCs are not extinct because the division rate at
the tumor center is small. See Fig. S9D in Supplemental Materials

(T = 80 and T = 100), new SC clusters emerge near the organoid boundary and start
growing fingers.

Next, we apply exogenous delivery of BMP from the host. Recall that in Fig. 8,
SCs clusters are colocalized with Wnt, which promotes SC self-renewal. As a result,
SCs actively proliferate at fingertips and fingers continue to grow. However, when the
organoid is treated with exogenous sources of BMP, the self-renewal probability is
reduced below 0.5 (Fig. 9b), and SCs are forced to differentiate. All SC clusters are
removed (Fig. 9a), leaving CP clusters near the fingertips (see T = 30 in Fig. 9a).
CPs are not self-sustaining (pmax

1 < 0.5) and eventually differentiate into TDs. Con-
sequently, finger growth stops and the organoid volume stabilizes. Larger amounts of
BMP remove SCs more rapidly and result in smaller organoid sizes. The shape factor
is also reduced as the organoid grow in more compact shapes (Fig. 9e). Similarly,
when the Wnt secretion is inhibited (in our model, this is equivalent to reducing Wnt
diffusivity), the pattern formation of Wnt is disrupted, and SC clusters are removed
from organoid boundary and no longer drive finger development (Fig. 10a, b). Conse-
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Fig. 10 Effects of inhibiting Wnt secretion. a Time evolution of SCs with decreasing diffusivity of Wnt.
b 2D slices of SCs and Wnt at z = 0. c Time evolution of total organoid volumes. d Volume of SCs. The
SCs are not extinct due to small division rate at the tumor center. See Fig. S15 in Supplemental Materials.
e Top: Axin2-LacZ crypts in ENR medium; bottom: adding Wnt secretion inhibitor (porcupine inhibitor)
IWP1 results in a nearly spherical shape, in contrast to pronounced crypt formation in the top panel (Sato
et al. 2011a). Reprinted with permission

quently, the organoid shape and size are also stabilized (Fig. 10c). This is consistent
with Sato et al. (2011a), where the organoid cell proliferation haltedwhen the organoid
is treated by Wnt secretion inhibitor IWP2 (Fig. 10d). We note that similar effects are
observed with smaller Wnt production (see Fig. S14 in Supplemental Materials).

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) is involved in branchingmorphogenesis of murine
salivary glands (Ikari et al. 2003) and induces scattering of cervical and pancreas car-
cinoma cells (Brinkmann et al. 1995; Wong et al. 2000). HGF is also secreted by
cancer-associated stromal cells and fibroblasts that reside in the tumor microenvi-
ronment and acts on the tumor cells by activation of its cognate c-MET receptor
(Straussman et al. 2012; Vermeulen et al. 2010). In many organoid cells, c-MET is
either over-expressed or constitutively active (Gao and Vande Woude 2005). More-
over, Vermeulen et al. (2010) have shown that in a colon cancer spheroid culture, HGF
is critically involved in maintaining the SC population via activation of Wnt signal
(Vermeulen et al. 2010). HGF/c-METhas also been shown to regulate SC development
in other cancers, including glioblastoma (Li et al. 2011; Joo et al. 2012) and head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) (Lim et al. 2014). To model this effect, we
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Fig. 11 Effects of HGF treatment on organoids. a Time evolution of organoids with increasing effects of
HGF (λHGF)on Wnt production. b Time evolution of total organoid volumes. c SC fractions and d shape
factors. e 2D slices of SCs at the center of the tumor for different λHGF. Small λHGF promotes pattern
formation. A number of new SC clusters form at the organoid boundary. Existing SC clusters split as they
grow. Together, they increase the shape factor. Intermediate λHGF increases the size of SC clusters, which
later develop into stripes on the boundary. Large λHGF significantly increase the size of SC clusters but
suppresses finger development, and the organoid grows in compact shape. Note that the response of organoid
shape factors to HGF at late times is non-monotone, see Fig. S12A in Supplemental Materials

assume that HGF concentration CHGF satisfies a reaction–diffusion–advection equa-
tion

∂CHGF

∂t
+ ∇ · (uwCHGF) = ∇(DHGF∇CHGF) − (dHGF + uHGF (φT − φD))CHGF,

(19)
where DHGF, dHGF and uHGF are the diffusivity, natural decay and uptake rate by
viable organoid cells, respectively. CHGF is initialized to one in the host. We assume
that HGF has a positive linear feedback on the production of Wnt:

F(CW ,CW I ) = pW
C2
W + λHGFCHGF

CW I
nφSC − dWCW + u0n(φT − φD), (13’)

where λHGF models the strength of the feedback. We now vary λHGF and investigate
the effects on organoid progression.
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Fig. 12 Effects ofWnt treatment on organoids. aTime evolution of organoids treated by increasing amounts
ofWnt. b Time evolution of total organoid volumes. c SC fractions and d shape factors. e 2D slices of SCs at
the center of the tumor for different amounts of Wnt. Small amounts of Wnt promote SC pattern formation
and result in more SC clusters. With intermediate Wnt delivery, SC clusters grow into annulus that later
split into multiple clusters. Consequently, the shape factor increases. Large amounts of Wnt significantly
increase SC cluster size, and SCs cover the organoid boundary similar to large λHGF in Fig. 11. Organoid
shape is more compact. The effects of Wnt treatments, including the non-monotone response of organoid
shape factors, are similar to those of HGF treatments (see also Figs. S12 and S13 in SupplementalMaterials)

In general, larger λHGF results in higher SC self-renewal level and increases both
SC fractions and organoid volume (Fig. 11b, c). However, different λHGF results in
distinct organoid shapes and SC distributions. A small amount of positive feedback
(e.g., λHGF = 4) enhances the pattern formation of CW and brings in a number of
new SC clusters on the organoid surface (Fig. 11a, e; first row). Existing SC clusters
split as they grow, which is also observed in Fig. 4 with large positive gain χ0. The
shape factor increases steadily (Fig. 11d, green) as these newly formed SC clusters
grow into small fingers. On the other hand, intermediate values of λHGF (e.g., 10)
result in larger SC clusters at early times (e.g., T = 30 in Fig. 11a, middle row),
which also split later. However, SCs develop stripes and mazes on the surface instead
of growing into prolonged fingers. Consequently, the shape factor increases at early
stages when SC clusters grow larger and increase the surface area, but stabilizes at
late times due to compact organoid shapes. Similarly, large values of λHGF (e.g., 20)
also greatly increase SC cluster sizes (Fig. 11a, bottom row). The clusters do not split,
but gradually cover the organoid boundary and result in more compact shapes. The
shape factor is further stabilized. This suggests a non-monotone response of organoid
morphology on HGF (see also Fig. S12A in Supplemental Materials).
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Lastly, we enhance SC self-renewal directly by incorporating Wnt production by
the host into the model. Both the organoid volume and SC fractions are increased by
Wnt (Fig. 12b, c). Similar to Fig. 11, small amounts of exogenous Wnt (pWnt = 1)
enhance pattern formation and result in more SC clusters on the surface (Fig. 12a, top
row). An intermediate amount, e.g., pWnt = 2, increases the size of SC clusters, which
develop an annular shape, and then split into more clusters (Fig. 12a, middle row).
Together with a number of new SC clusters, this results in more complex shape and
higher shape factor (Fig. 12d). However, the organoid with excessiveWnt (pWnt = 5)
has much larger SC clusters that grow throughout the organoid boundary (Fig. 12a,
bottom row). Finger development is suppressed, and the shape factor stabilizes. The
response of the shape factor is also non-monotone (e.g., T = 60 in Fig. 12d), which
is similar to Fig. 11 (see also Fig. S12B in Supplemental Materials). We note that the
total amount of Wnt in Figs. 11 and 12 is similar (Fig. S13). The positive feedback of
HGF on Wnt production behaves analogously to exogenous sources of Wnt.

4 Discussion

We have developed a multispecies model for colon cancer organoids and studied the
effects of parameter variations and treatment with exogenous factors on the resulting
morphological and cell species composition characteristics of the organoid. Themodel
accounts for a three-stage cell lineage of SCs, CPs and TDs and feedback interaction
among the cancer cell species. In particular, SCs secrete self-renewal promoters and
their inhibitors that satisfy a Turing pattern formation system for different cell species.
TDs secrete differentiation promoters that form negative feedback loops on SC and
CP self-renewal.

Our results confirm the central role of SCs in growth and morphology. The spatial
patterning of SC self-renewal promoter gives rise to colocalizing SC clusters, which
mimicSCniches.As theSCclusters proliferate, the tumor formsbuds that elongate into
fingers. SCs reside at fingertips and drive finger growth (Sato and Clevers 2013). We
have shown that this SC-mediated finger development requires active SC proliferation.
In particular, tumors with little SC proliferation fail to form patterns and subsequent
invasive fingers, thereby stabilizing the tumor size and shape. Similar results have been
shown in Pinto et al. (2003), where inhibiting Wnt signal by exogenous expression of
Wnt inhibitor Dkk in mice led to loss of crypts, indicating that the SC niche drives
the development of crypts, which can be considered physiologically normal fingers.
In addition, Sato et al. (2011a) showed that Wnt is critical in colon crypt development
in an in vitro colon organoid system by maintaining the Lgr5 stem cell population.

We have also demonstrated the crucial role of feedback control in tumor devel-
opment. Enhancing the positive feedback on SC self-renewal increases both tumor
and SC volume and prompts new SC clusters and the splitting of existing clusters,
resulting in increased shape complexity that indicates a more invasive tumor. We note
that the link between unstable morphologies and tumor invasion has been suggested
in Bearer et al. (2009) and Pham et al. (2011). In contrast, negative feedback inhibits
tumor growth and SC pattern formation by enhancing SC differentiation, which results
in a more compact and less invasive tumor. A decrease in the negative feedback will
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thus also lead to more intensive fingering. Therefore, our results suggest that the SC
self-renewal level is correlated with unstable tumor morphologies. For instance, Hed-
dleston et al. (2009) showed that under hypoxic conditions, the self-renewal rate of SCs
increases more than that of non-SCs and results in the formation of larger and more
irregular neurospheres by stem versus non-stem cells, thus connecting an increase in
self-renewal with not only larger 3D tissue or tumor structures, but heterogeneous
growth.

In our results, the finger necks consist of more differentiated cells that are more
sensitive than SCs and hence the growing tip, to hypoxia and chemotherapy (Abdullah
and Chow 2013). Removing these cells by necrosis or lysis releases the fingertip from
the main tumor and allows for the formation of multifocal tumors. While it has been
extensively reviewed how hypoxia and/or therapy may mediate evolution of resistant
tumor cells (Graeber et al. 1996; Luqmani 2005; Abdullah andChow2013), our results
suggest a possible mechanism by which solid tumors may become more malignant
under such conditions, namely the selective killing of cells by hypoxia and/or therapy
in the finger neck region would increase tumor invasiveness (Frieboes et al. 2006;
Cristini et al. 2003).

In colon organoids, the self-renewal and proliferation of SCs are mediated by var-
ious signaling factors. For example, Notch signaling coordinates self-renewal and
lineage determination in both normal and carcinoma stages in the colon (Prasetyanti
et al. 2013), and colon cancers are still affected byWnt ligands (Schuijers and Clevers
2012). It has been shown that inactivation of theBMP receptorBmpr1a inmice leads to
an increase in stem and progenitor cells, as well as the total number of intestinal crypts
and polyps (He et al. 2004). Our results show that exogenously supplied BMP effec-
tively differentiates SCs near the tumor boundary and thus inhibits finger development.
This is consistent with Whissell et al. (2014), where BMP inhibits the morphological
and proliferative potential of colon tumor organoids. In Reynolds et al. (2014), apply-
ing BMP inhibitor increases colonic crypt length in cultured human colonic crypts.
In addition, we have shown that decreased Wnt diffusivity or production hampers SC
proliferation and halts organoid growth, which is consistent with Sato et al. (2011a).

On the other hand, HGF, a growth factor that is produced by cancer-associated stro-
mal cells in the organoid microenvironment, activates Wnt signal in nearby organoid
cells via activation of its cognate c-Met receptor and has been found to aid in main-
tenance of SC populations at the organoid–host boundary both in vivo and in vitro
colorectal cancer assays (Vermeulen et al. 2010). Our results show that exogenously
supplied HGF increases organoid size, but has a non-monotone effect on SC clusters
and finger development. Low concentrations of HGF promote finger formation by
growth of new, and the fission of existing, SC clusters, which supports the experi-
mental data discussed above connecting Wnt signaling, maintenance of a stem cell
population and crypt formation. For instance, Ikari et al. (2003) revealed that HGF
produced by tongue muscles increased the number of lobules in salivary glands, while
applying anti-HGF antibody reduced the number of lobules. However, while high con-
centrations of exogenous HGF result in significantly larger fingers, finger elongation
is suppressed, which gives a phenotype of a large spherical organoid, similar to what
is observed in Sato et al. (2011a) when exogenousWnt is provided to colon organoids.
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Indeed, our system behaves analogously when treated with exogenous sources ofWnt,
which yields a qualitatively similar increase in Wnt signal in the organoid.

Our results suggest that changes in the tumor microenvironment may facilitate can-
cer metastasis. Recent studies reveal that the microenvironment plays an important
role in cancer metastasis. While the path from the primary tumor to the secondary site
is mostly destructive for circulating tumor cells (e.g., mechanical stresses, immuno-
surveillance), several molecular events enable cancer cells to overcome these obstacles
and generate metastasis (Pin et al. 2011). For example, as colon cancer metastasizes to
the liver, continuous cross talk between liver cells (e.g., hepatocyte-derived ECM) and
invading colon cancer cells stimulates cancer cell proliferation by inducing autocrine
growth factors and their receptors (Gout and Huot 2008). Here, our results suggest that
the secondary site may be prometastatic if more tumor-promoting signaling factors
(e.g., HGF) or less tumor-inhibiting factors (e.g., BMP) are present in the microenvi-
ronment.

It has been established that Lgr5+ SCs are able to initiate both normal colon
organoids (Sato et al. 2009) and colon cancer. In Barker et al. (2009), deleting tumor
inhibitor Apc prompts Lgr5+ cells to form tumors, suggesting Lgr5+ cells as the
cells of origin of intestinal tumors. In addition, Lgr5+ cells exhibit the properties of
tumor-initiating cells in colorectal cancer (Hirsch et al. 2014). Therefore, our results
predict similar behavior for colon cancer organoids and suggest effective cancer thera-
pies. For example, the discovery of cancer stem cells (CSCs) and lineage dynamics in
organoids has motivated the study and development of CSC differentiation therapies
(Leszczyniecka et al. 2001; Cruz and Matushansky 2012). In acute promyelocytic
leukemia (APL), a subtype of acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) where promyelo-
cytes, precursor cells to granulocytes, no longer differentiate and accumulate in the
bone marrow, all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) has been shown to be clinically effective
in promoting remission of APL by stimulating differentiation, and eventual apoptosis,
of promyelocytes. Because promyelocytes are further differentiated cells in compar-
ison to hematopoietic stem cells and myeloblasts and act as committed progenitors
(CPs) via their proliferative capacity in comparison to the further differentiated granu-
locytes (Sell 2004), they are analogous to theCPs considered here. ATRAhas also been
shown to decrease stem cell concentrations in an in vitro neuroblastoma sphere culture,
where similar results were also achieved by inhibiting the pro-self-renewal receptor
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which would be analogous to inhibiting
Wnt signal or positive gain in our system (Stockhausen et al. 2014).

Thus, analysis of our system has shown that control of SC self-renewal in normal
and cancer organoids can abrogate organoid development by inducing a stable and less
invasive morphology, which can both serve to explain encouraging results observed in
experimental and clinical investigation of differentiation therapies and also tomotivate
further studies in targeting SC self-renewal as an anticancer therapy.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Model Non-Dimensionalization

Let L be the length scale and ∇′ = ∇/L be the dimensionless gradient. Following
Wise et al. (2011), we choose L to be the nutrient diffusion length L = √

Dn/uSCn ,
typically on the order of 200 µm. Since the nutrient concentration is measured against
that in the microenvironment, we non-dimensionalize n as n′ = n/n̄. We rewrite
Eq. (14) for the dimensionless nutrient concentration n′:

0 = Δ′n′ −
(
φSC + u′CP

n φCP + u′TD
n φTD

)
n′ + p′

nQ(φT )(1 − n′), (20)

where u′CP
n = uCPn /uSCn , u′TD

n = uTDn /uSCn and p′
n = pn/uSCn .

Next, we non-dimensionalize Eq. (1). Let T be the timescale and t ′ = t/T be
the dimensionless time. Denote u′ = u/(L/T ), M ′ = M/M̄ and μ′ = μ/μ̄ as the
non-dimensionalized cell velocity, mobility and chemical potential, respectively. We
write Eq. (1) for φT as

1

TλSCm n̄

(
∂φT

∂t ′
+ ∇′ · (

u′φT
)) = M̄μ̄

L2λSCm n̄
∇′ · (M ′φT∇′μ′) + n′φSC + λ′CP

m n′φCP − λ′
LφD .

(21)

We choose timescale T = (
λSCm n̄

)−1
and

M̄μ̄

L2λSCm n̄
= 1. λ′CP

m = λCPm /λSCm , λL =
λL/λSCm . Analogously, the dimensionless equations for other cell species are

∂φi

∂t ′
+ ∇′ · (

u′φi
) = ∇′ · (

M ′φi∇′μ′) + Src′
i , (22)

where i = SC,CP,TD or D, and the dimensionless source terms are

Src′
SC = n′φSC · (2p0 − 1) − λ′SC

n H (ñSC − n)φSC

Src′
CP = n′φSC · 2(1 − p0) + λ′CP

m n′φCP · (2p1 − 1) − λ′CP
n H (ñCP − n)φCP

Src′
TD = λ′CP

m n′φCP · 2(1 − p1) − λ′TD
n H (ñTD − n)φTD − λ′TD

a φTD

Src′
D = λ′SC

n H (ñSC − n)φSC + λ′CP
n H (ñCP − n)φCP + λ′TD

n H (ñTD − n)φTD

+ λ′TD
a φTD − λ′

LφD,

(23)
where λ′SC

n = λSCn /λSCm , λ′CP
n = λCPn /λSCm , λ′TD

n = λTDn /λSCm and λ′
L = λL/λSCm .

The dimensionless velocity u′ satisfies L

T
u′ = − p̄

L
∇′ p′ + μ̄

L

λ

ε
μ′∇′φT , where

p′ = p/ p̄ is the dimensionless pressure. We choose p̄ = μ̄ = L2/T , then

u′ = −∇′ p′ + λ

ε
μ′∇′φT . (24)
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The dimensionless equation for T1 is

0 = Δ′CT1) −
(
u′SC
T1 φSC + d ′

T1

)
CT1 + p′

T1φTD, (25)

where u′SC
T1

= uSCT1 /DT1 , d
′
T1

= dT1/DT1 and p′
T1

= pT1/DT1 . The equation of T2 can
be non-dimensionalized similarly.

We now non-dimensionalize Eq. (12):

∂CW

∂t ′
+ ∇′ · (u′

wCW ) = ∇′(D′
W∇′CW ) + γ̄ ′F ′(CW ,CW I ),

∂CW I

∂t ′
+ ∇′ · (u′

wCW I ) = ∇′(D′
W I∇CW I ) + γ̄ ′G ′(CW ,CW I ),

(26)

where D′
W = T

L2 DW and D′
W I = T

L2 DW I . We take γ̄ ′ = T

L2 pW n̄
γ̄ and reaction

terms

F ′(CW ,CW I ) = C2
W

CW I
n′φSC − d ′

WCW + u′
0n

′(φT − φD),

G ′(CW ,CW I ) = p′
W IC

2
Wn′φSC − d ′

W ICW I ,

(27)

where d ′
W = dW

pW n̄
, u′

0 = u0
pW n̄

, p′
W I = pW I

pW n̄
and d ′

W I = dW I

pW n̄
.

The non-dimensionalized equations can be obtained by dropping the prime notation
in Eqs. (20)–(27). Model parameters for Figs. 2 and 8 are listed in Tables 1 and 2
respectively.
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